INTRODUCTION
In food industry, the vision-based techniques such as spectroscopic measurements are widely used methods for quality monitoring of the food items. They acquire changes in the chemical and physical composition as factors of quality [1, 2] . For instance, the optical characteristics such as reflectance or absorbance measured by UV/VIS/NIR spectroscopy can represent the pigmentation and structural tissue changes in the plant organs.
There are different types of spectrophotometers used for spectroscopy and their spectral resolution (provided by monochromator) is an important characteristic showing the range of wavelengths they support [1, 3] . However, not all the wavelengths are equally important for characterization of food items. Usually the data in adjacent wavelengths are highly correlated and many of them are redundant, whereas other wavelengths may not carry relevant information for the problem at hand. Therefore, choosing a proper set of wavelengths carrying relevant information will help to simplify the vision system. The aim of this paper is to solve such problems by employing sparse regression methods on UV/VIS/NIR spectroscopic data (306-1130 nm) of an apple cultivar. Two quality parameters, the sugar content called solvable solid content (SSC) and firmness of the apples [2] were predicted using their spectroscopic data. Sparse regression methods assist to reduce the number of wavelengths [4] and can simplify the vision set-ups used in food quality control [8] . We compared three sparse regression techniques; least angle shrinkage and selection operator (lasso) [4] , elastic-net (EN) [4] and fused Lasso (FL) [5] . The data set was divided into different training and test sets four times and the average results are considered. A 10-fold cross validation (CV) was employed for training the prediction models. However, using the model parameters corresponding to the minimum validation error resulted in the use of a considerable number of wavelengths. In order to reduce the number of wavelengths even more, two strategies were investigated in the training phase. First, the one standard error rule was used [4] . In addition, manual selection of the proper number of wavelengths corresponding to an acceptable performance compared to the optimal point was performed. Results showed that both methods reduced the number of wavelengths significantly for all methods. However, this reduction was more considerable for firmness than SSC. In addition, the second strategy decreased the number of required wavelengths more and achieved better performance than the first one. Finally, a relation between the statistical methods and the design of the vision setups were determined.
II. DATA DESCRIPTION
The apple cultivar that was used in this paper is called "Rajka". Spectroscopic measurements were performed on both sides, exposed and non-exposed to the sun, in 825 wavelengths (306-1130 nm) and the average results were considered. There were 185 data points (apple samples) in total. In addition, the SSC (%Brix) and the firmness (N) values for each apple were available from laboratory measurements. Figure 1 shows the spectroscopic data in UV/VIS and NIR wavelengths as well as the corresponding sorted SSC and firmness signals. A slight trend can be seen in spectroscopic data in both UV/VIS and NIR bands that follows the corresponding sharp changes in SSC and firmness. In order to form the training and test sets, the samples were ranked in ascending order according to the SSC or firmness level. Then, from every 4 fruit samples, one was chosen as test (unseen data during training) and the rest as training. This was repeated 4 times by changing the number of test samples (1, 2, 3, 4) to prepare 4 training and test sets ( , , , ).
III. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Since the number of samples N=185 was much smaller than the number of wavelengths P=825, the parsimonious regression methods were employed.
A. Lasso
Considering the general regression problem with , , 1,2, … , , where , … , are the predictor variables and are the responses, the lasso regression method estimates the regression coefficients by minimizing the residual sum of squares so that, the L 1 norm of the coefficients is penalized [4] :
In case, the lasso selects at most variables before it saturates [4] . Moreover, it does not support a grouping effect. That means that, if there is a group of variables with high pairwise correlations, then the lasso tends to select only one variable from the group. In this paper, the lasso algorithm implementation based on least angle regression (LAR) algorithm formed in [6] was used. The training involved a 10 fold CV to determine the number of non-zero coefficients varying from 1 to N.
B. EN
EN is a sparse regression method in which the regression coefficients are calculated based on both L 1 and L 2 norms penalty [4] :
It can be used in ill-posed conditions where N<P. In addition, it has the grouping effect that helps to design a vision system with groups of close wavelengths. The EN implementation from [6] was used in this paper. Training was performed by a 10 fold CV with loops for selection of the 
C. FL
FL is a generalized version of lasso that encourages sparsity by means of the L 1 norm penalty on both regression coefficients and their successive differences [5] :
The fused lasso is especially useful for the N<P cases, since it sets many coefficients to zero and finds groups of close features. The first penalty term encourages sparsity in the coefficients and the second one encourages sparsity in their differences. Therefore, with this solution we expect to find groups of adjacent wavelengths. In this paper, the implementation of this algorithm from the SLEP package [7] was used. A 10 fold CV with two loops for the choice of the two penalty terms were used for training the models. In addition, for each trained model the number of bands were calculated in each case and used for making decision about the best model parameters.
D. Model Selection
As mentioned in section 1, the one-standard error rule [4] was used as the first strategy for reducing the number of bands and making the models more parsimonious. The one-standard error rule picks the simplest model within one standard error from the minimum error point. Suppose that, we have P number of variables and M folds. The standard error of the error matrix at point p is computed as follows:
, :
√ Computing this value at the minimum point, the best model parameter can be found at one se p distant from the minimum point in the direction where less bands are chosen. The second selection strategy is simply a manual selection by comparing the error at the minimum point and the points with less number of bands. In fact, a tradeoff was made between the reduction in number of bands and the increase in error.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In order to evaluate the regression methods the root mean square error and the R-square criteria were used:
where and are the original and estimated response values and is the mean value of all target values.
In figure 2 the minimum error points as well as the points selected by the one standard error rule and also manual selection are shown for the three methods. Since the dimension of the resulting average validation error map from the 10 fold CV loop varies for the three regression methods, the three plots do not represent an equal number of points. In case of lasso, the number of bands was the only model parameter and thus the average validation error was an N length vector. For EN model, besides the number of bands, the norm 2 penalization coefficient was the second parameter. Therefore, the illustration was performed by reducing the dimension into one so that, just the minimum error for each lambda as well as the points found by the two selection strategies are illustrated. Finally, for FL, the two varying parameters were λ 1 and λ 2 that created a 2D average error map. However, in this work we are interested to make the decision based on the number of wavelengths. Therefore, a 2D matrix of the same length showing the average number of wavelengths over the 10 folds was also calculated. Then, these two matrixes were vectorized and shown verses each other. In all of these cases, the selection direction of the new points was defined in a way that the simplest and most parsimonious models could be selected. The density of selection of different wavelengths for the four data sets in SSC estimation is shown in figure. 3. As can be seen, the UV, VIS and NIR regimes are selected by all three methods.
Finally, the average results of the four training and test sets from all the three regression methods for the SSC and firmness are presented in tables 1 and 2. As can be seen, in both cases moving from the minimum point toward a new point selected manually or by one standard error rule significantly reduced the average number of wavelengths and also reduced the over-fitting by decreasing the difference between the training and test performances. Moreover, the manual selection reduced the number of bands more than the one standard error rule.
A. Discussion
Based on the results, the methods that are suitable for vision set-ups with different number of bands are illustrated on top of figure 2 by different colors. Besides the number of bands, the width of the regimes is important in spectrophotometer design. Considering figure 2 and 3 and the two tables, lasso is suitable when a few individual narrow bands (less than 10 bands) can be provided by e.g. a few LEDs. EN is suitable when more bands (up to 200) in narrow regimes can be supplied. A monochromator capable of selecting a few narrow regimes of laser light suits this case. Finally, FL is the best choice when a lot of bands (e.g. more than 200) in broad regimes of laser light are available. The monochromator does not need to provide high resolution in this case. 
I. CONCLUSION
In this paper, three regression methods; lasso, EN and fused lasso were used for estimation of the SSC and firmness level of an apple cultivar using their spectroscopic data. By manual selection of a new point or using the one standard error rule instead of the minimum error point, we could significantly reduce the number of required wavelengths for training the prediction model at a price of a small increase in the test error. Finally, the proper regression methods with different number of bands and types of spectrophotometer design were defined in the discussion.
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